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SGA Minutes 
 
4.1 
Vice President Kucera 
Talkaphone tower is here; walk with Ahmed. Met with President Gering along with President 
Alayna and Ahmed. 
 
4.5.3 
Mural Project 
Speaker Wiles 
Two artists in mind. Oscar & Adam both senior art majors.  
 
5.2 
Speaker Wiles 
Went through where everything is in Google Drive for new senators. Showed how to draft a bill. 
Explained Robert’s Rules 
 
5.3 
Tricia Clark 
Explained how to email professors to be professional. Proofreading is important as is 
punctuation. Use your school account so professors know who you are! Don't expect immediate 
answers but let them know if you are on a deadline. Have a subject and a greeting. Include 
information like what class you are in and use your full name. Don't be demanding; you should 
expect them to be busy. Be appreciative of their time.  

President Wallace: how to ask to meet in person? 
Varied among professors. Give an option. Maybe contact Shirley in Thresher Shop about 

finding a large space, like the chapel, and reserving it for a meeting. 
VP Kucera: recommended outside of WAC to have meetings 
President Wallace: flyer policy 
Make sure everything has the most up to date branding. Not run into legal issues. Send 

a copy to Tricia to look over and make sure everything is good to go. Does not want to shut 
anyone down, just wants to make sure everything looks right. 
 
5.1 
Jaxie Gerk 
Swore in new senators Tanner Wallace, Joshua Kennell, Zachary Kennell, Chase Anderson, 
Beth Balzer, and Laura Tran. 
 
5.4 
Speaker Wiles 
Students want SGA to execute goals in a timely manner and make more of an effort to get them 
done. Also want to improve communication. Look at document in committee meetings to 
determine solutions. Lighting on campus, Title IX, and many others. 
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Ahmed Fall 
Changing Committee of Finance and Student Organization. Giving the Student Organization 
section to members of the Executive branch. Thus, the Committee of Finance would focus 
solely on finances. Bill will be proposed next meeting.  
 
7.1 (passed) 
VP Kucera 
Allocate $2,000 from Special Projects fund to purchase materials and tools to renovate. Repaint 
lines, new nets for basketball court. Service Day project for students to participate in. not 
expecting to pay $2,000. Just a rough estimate. VP Kucera, President Wallace, and Senator 
Wallace to run project. Good for the entire college to get it cleaned up. 
President Wallace 
All pieces are in place to get project done very quickly. 
 
Ahmed Fall 
Special Projects Fund 
Had roughly 25,000 left from last semester while $10,000 has been unused. With this in mind, 
the $2,000 used for this project will be, in theory, used from last semester's funds. 
 
7.2 (passed) 
Ahmed Fall 
Many details have changed. We now have the option to get higher efficiency laundry machines 
throughout campus. Would be better for us to pursue this option. Laundry is a large issue on 
campus. For $16,000/ year we would be getting much better machines. Able to be budgeted. 
Will be sharing the cost evenly with the college. This year we would only be paying $6,000 
because of funds from other areas. Arriving week of October 5. 
 
8.1 
Speaker Wiles 
Explained what committees need to go through. Take formal minutes and discuss what you 
went through. Discuss goals and the convo responses. There is a document showing what 
committee each member is involved in. 
 
Ahmed Fall 
Blue light tower is here on campus 
 
8.2 
Speaker Wiles 
Be at budget meeting in two weeks. Do not be afraid to speak up. Come ready to talk about 
budget and possible problems. Don't be afraid to talk. 


